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The Multimedia House - place of
knowledge and personal development

The Multimedia House is a centre where citizens can search for

and share knowledge. A dynamic sanctuary for everyone in

search of knowledge, inspiration, innovation and personal

development.

The tools consist of both the latest IT-technology and the

traditional physical media.

The Multimedia House contributes to securing and developing

the city's leading position in the field of IT - locally, regionally,

nationally and internationally.

The Multimedia House is a space for contemplation,

knowledge and plain being. An attractive, intelligent and

interactive house that supports the users' desire to learn and

to perceive through various media.

The Multimedia House is an integral part of the network of

various knowledge, learning and cultural institutions in the

Aarhus area and links up to similar environments in Denmark

and abroad.
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The Multimedia House contains:

An open, active and informal learning centre with study facilities

and open spaces for recreation. Technology supported tuition,

long-distance teaching, teleconference centre, 'intelligent'

conference rooms, forums, lecture theatres. To this is added

conference and meeting facilities that are part of the overall

facilities offered by Aarhus.

The main library of Aarhus, where all citizens have access to

knowledge and culture disseminated through a wide range of

media and materials: Books, periodicals, newspapers, videos,

CDs, play station games, CD-ROMs, DVDs, e-books, Internet

PCs, presentation monitors etc. In other words: multiple media

characterised by high quality content - for borrowing or for use

at the library.

A place setting new standards for presentation of thematic

virtual exhibitions by leading local, national and international

culture and knowledge institutions. Cultural offerings of a very

high quality disseminated via tele- and IT-facilities.

A special area for children, where their desire for reading and

learning is stimulated through play and experience. A place

that appeals to physical senses as well as to fantasy.

The unique functions are set in a significant building of aesthetic

quality that will contribute in placing Denmark on the interna-

tional agenda for cultural buildings.

•

•

•

•
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Accumulated knowledge
Every new generation adds as much new
knowledge as the sum of earlier generations

Library traditions go back several thousand years. Since the

beginning of time, people have written books and collected

them in special places. Thus the number of works are doubled

every 10-20 years. Like knowledge. This heritage is huge.

In his book 'The age of spiritual machines', Ray Kurzweil states

that this increase in knowledge is a universal principle that goes

back to the first life on earth.

The medium is far from unimportant. As an example, 'Moore's

law' mentions the doubling of computers' capacity every 18

months. The Internet grows even faster. But that is merely an

example of the overall principle. The underlying buoyancy is

knowledge. Knowledge is the driving force of the media

development. In other words: every new generation adds as

much knowledge as the entire history of mankind before it. An

infinite - almost immortal - principle. And a principle that places

future generations under an obligation.
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The media play together
The prophecies are abundant: The Internet will oust books.

Video and DVD will outstrip cinemas. A hot topic these days

is media convergence, where the various media melt together,

for instance to a mobile platform where it is possible to read

books, newspapers, periodicals and watch TV and film.

Multimedia notebook PCs are already on sale at

supermarkets.

At the same time it is a fact that still more books and

periodicals are published. More TV and cinema films are

produced. More formats for physical digital media, such as CD,

CD-ROM, DAT, DVD, DVD-ROM, DVD-audio, PS2, laser

disc and mini disc, are developed. Net-based media formats

such as HTML, XML, Mpeg, MP3, Real Audio, Windows Media

and others are gaining ground. The huge growth in knowledge,

education and contents in working life makes room for even

more diverse media. With the increase in knowledge comes

increased prosperity. New knowledge enables us to do more

within the same period of time. Consumption is increased

almost proportionally. This prosperity means that we are not

faced with the choice between TV or theatre, between book

or Internet. We can afford - and have time for - more,

and the offers are abundant.

On the other hand, the media convergence is strong among

suppliers. Large-scale production advantages are at play here.

The same news item is disseminated through TV, Internet,

periodicals, films and books through for instance CNN/AOL/

TIME/Warner. The various media promote each other like in

Disney Corp. Amusement parks, films, cartoons and

merchandise constitutes an entity, where each individual part

supports the rest in a carefully planned and composed

correlation. The Multimedia House offers access to knowledge

on all media to the citizens.

That is the prerequisite for the Multimedia House
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Where knowledge and culture meet
The Multimedia House is not a competitor to other media. It is a

partner. It is part of a network of knowledge and culture

disseminating institutions and businesses. Together with

booksellers it strengthens the interest in books. Together with

cinemas it increases the interest in films. Together with

newspapers it inspires people to take part in cultural life. Together

with municipal primary and lower-secondary schools it strengthens

the ability and desire to read. Together with Center for Informa-

tion Technology and the University it develops a cambium for

multimedia qualifications. It does not compete with information on

the Internet. It is part of the Internet. An important contribution to

the core qualifications of the knowledge society: to search for,

disseminate and create knowledge.

Though the virtual zeitgeist prevails, the 'grounding' is still intact.

People make up the physical part. People are the driving force.

The crucial thing about books is not the fact that they are physical,

contrary to a website. In many ways books are more abstract

than electronic media. Books are so virtual that the reader has to

imagine everything described in them. Our inner 'picture tube' is

challenged much less by film and TV.

The Multimedia House is the heart of all this.

A house people visit to search for,
share and create knowledge

The Multimedia House is a portal to the knowledge society. Its

interior is books as well as periodicals, newspapers, TV, video and

Internet. Media with individual pros and cons. A toolbox in which

two good screwdrivers cannot take the place of a saw; on the

contrary, saw and screwdrivers supplement each other in creating

new things. The addition of knowledge can and will continue.
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The criteria for success is that the Multimedia House
· is an attractive place for visitors

· is easy to get to

· provides easy and effective access

  to knowledge resources and collections

· becomes a meeting place for people, who are looking

  for knowledge and personal development and growth

The present Aarhus Main Library is visited by approximately

900,000 people every year. That makes the library the heart of the

city when it comes to knowledge and culture. A place where

knowledge, personal growth and development naturally meet.

Each visitor has individual purposes
Each visitor to the Multimedia House has a unique and personal

purpose of walking through the door. It can be obtaining

knowledge in relation to his or her private life and social situation;

e.g. about the inheritance act or terms of divorce. It can be finding

material supporting his or her present educational situation; e.g.

books and articles on business law or botany. It can be searching

for inspiration for personal enlightenment through works on

psychology and interpretation of dreams. It can be seeking extra

fuel for debate; e.g. the political parties' programmes or literature

on society. It can be looking for new ideas for changing his or her

close environment; e.g. building regulations and information on

building materials. It can be nurturing his or her passions and

hobbies; e.g. through material on dog-psychology or knitting

patterns. At the Multimedia House one can read a good book,

listen to a piece of music, find articles from periodicals, search

databases, let oneself be inspired by exhibitions of topical literature

or browse the Internet. The physical media can be borrowed, and

competent staff offers guidance. The building's offers and collections

are structured in a way that supports easy and intuitive access to

knowledge and information for the individual visitor.
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A place for dialogue
As the Multimedia House is an offer to the citizens that is

predominantly free of charge, the place holds a palette of

opportunities for dialogue with and between people. Individuals

and groups who take an interest in the city, the cultural life and

their fellow human beings use the house regularly. A usage that

the arrangement of rooms and spaces in the house must also

allow for.

20 years ago we discussed the evening's TV-programmes over

lunch in the canteen. Nowadays other references have entered

the stage. New movies are released in an ever-broader

maelstrom. Popular books are read by more and more people.

The libraries have thus been handed a very special opportunity

of being cultural centres. A forum for co-operation with local

cultural events and political debates, where thematic knowledge

is made available. A place that creates space for contemplation,

insight and inspiring debate of current interest.

For this reason, the Multimedia House should be formed in a

way so that the users are met with knowledge arranged

thematically rather than books arranged according to numeric

codes and alphabet. Knowledge must be managed

intersectorially rather than being classified according to subject

and names.

This requires an altogether different interior. Not like a

supermarket, but rather like a shopping mall with a lot of small

specialised shops.

The leading position as physical centre for knowledge and culture

in eastern Jutland is the very basis for the strategical considerat-

ions concerning the potentiality of the Multimedia House. One

competitive advantage is the many visitors to the Multimedia

House. This opens up possibilities that are interesting and

beneficial to partners lacking physical contact with their target

groups as well as users with a special wish for contact to other

people. Both these groups will be able to take advantage of the

facilities of the Multimedia House, e.g. in connection with study

groups, citizen's initiatives and events in various associations.

Commercial activities could also take place at the Multimedia

House if deemed politically interesting. The building in itself would

be attractive in connection with presentation of new products.
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Window to the world
All major cultural currents have at all times come to us from

the outside world. This is true for both science and literature,

fashion and music. These currents are disseminated through

media that are represented at the libraries.

Presently we live in a time of fermentation, when globalisation

and the multiethnic society are debated vehemently. In this,

too, the libraries play an important role in disseminating

knowledge about different cultures. Partly by disseminating

knowledge about Danish culture to newcomers of any kind.

Partly by disseminating knowledge about the foreign cultures

to Danes. It invites reflection that Singapore and Hong Kong

now has a larger GNP per capita than England, their former

colonial power. Perhaps we can learn from that. The Danes

make up merely a thought-provoking 0.5% of inhabitants of

the industrialised countries. This indicates that, although we are

very competent, 99% of all knowledge comes from the

outside world. The Danes could undoubtedly also learn from

the cultures in developing countries.

If the library is viewed as a pulsating heart for global

knowledge and culture, the possibility of creating unique spaces

as virtual conference rooms across geographical distances is

rendered visible. The Multimedia House could be linked to

similar institutions across the world via a fixed broad-band

video connection. A special room with a window (and sound

connection) to the world. Where half the room is in another

country. 'Telepresence' is the technical term. The virtual rules

cancel out the known physical boundaries. People come

together across great distances. Perhaps a future supplement

to travelling. The technology is available. The business

community is using it extensively. The Multimedia House can

make it accessible for everyone. Combining this with virtual

exhibitions based on digital representation in high definition,

interactivity and 3D of cultural treasures from around the

world, creates unique opportunities of acquainting the users

with experiences and knowledge of a very special character.

That is without being physically close to the experiences and

sources of inspiration.

This global mentality will be a significant element in the forming

of the building. In principle, the entire world is contributing

impulses to the idea and development process that is leading

towards the building of the house.
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Logistic and structure
The form, structure and details of the Multimedia House must

be formed by the continuous principle that human beings are

the constant.

The media, the rooms and spaces, the activities and parts of

the building are the changeable. The framework and

expression of the house - its face - should be constructed for

100 years of existence or more.

It should thus build on the human needs for closeness, creation

of networks, experience, learning, reflection, peace of mind,

sensation and communication. These needs are socially and

genetically conditioned.

It is therefore crucial that the overall logistic of the building is

formed in relation to the user, the human being. Not in relation

to activities and functions that are changing constantly.

It is similarly crucial that the logistic of the building is

communicated and supported through elementary sensuous

and logical sequences of rooms and spaces. Both the

dissemination of content and the building's 'elementary

sensuous and logical sequences of rooms and spaces' must to

as great an extent as possible be based on advanced IT-

technology. The interior of the house follows the digital era of

the outside world.
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The Multimedia House is a metaphor for information. It

contains information and it disseminates information. But the

metaphor can also be used in a figurative sense. For the

Multimedia House also acts as knowledge portal, search

engine, user interface, filter and intelligent agent.

It is similar to a computer game, where the character moves

through a fascinating adventure-universe on the lookout for

treasures. The rooms of the computer game varies between

squares with multiple choices for where to go next, and

sequences where the character is on the lookout for isolated

opportunities and challenges. Patterns must be found in the

various information, information must be assessed in relation

to value and meaning and combined in order to lead to

tangible action. It is all about intelligence.

The library should be an intelligent building for human intelli-

gence. A house that shows patterns in information, context

and subjects. A cultural offer that creates debate about values

and culture in a global perspective. The dynamics are

development, new thinking and innovation. A house that is a

partner to the diversity of the citizens and absorbs this

diversity.

That is the soul of the building
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The Main Library
Media collections, IT and Internet workstations plus conference

facilities for the public, guidance and development projects. The

media collection presently includes books, talking books,

newspapers, periodicals, CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, videos, e-

books, databases and licensed Internet-based materials,

publications and services. The size of various physical

collections at the libraries will increase in the coming years.

Discovery and adventure spaces for children
Spaces based on children's own experiences and participation.

Houses high-quality interactive media. Facilities could include

discovery and adventure stations, video and film show, an

electronic playhouse, children's theatre, reading and reading

aloud. The discovery and adventure space is largely a further

development of the present children's library. The aim is to

unite various media with the sensuous.

Learning, teaching and study facilities
A wide range of activities to support lifelong learning,

development of competence, and adult education. A lot of

these activities take place outside the formal and partly formal

institutions. The basis is the needs and initiative of the

individual user. The facilities could be in the shape of study cells

for technology-supported teaching and distance teaching,

similar multiple-user rooms plus actual meeting facilities and a

teleconference centre. Furthermore, Internet-introductions

aimed specifically at various user groups and on various

subjects - e.g. business, art, law, genealogy and music on the

Internet - will still be in great demand. The total need for seats

for study, meetings and contemplation is estimated at a

minimum of 600.

Teleconference centre
In connection with learning, study and teaching facilities,

conference rooms and teleconference facilities can be

established. These can ensure access for citizens and smaller

companies to this expanding way of communication. The

facilities can furthermore support Aarhus as a conference city.
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Room for virtual exhibitions
Thematic exhibitions based on presentation on high definition

screens, 3D presentation and virtual reality facilities. A virtual

museum with changing exhibitions from the leading suppliers

and exhibition buildings in the world. Based on experiences

from international centres of discovery and museums.

Available spaces for other activities
The Multimedia House must continuously support

development. The house itself must therefore have a built-in

flexibility. This can be achieved by, among other things,

reserving an area for rooms that can be used temporarily by

other players who have an interest in reaching the large

number of visitors to the Multimedia House. The rooms

should be available both for borrowing and for renting.

Space for possible partners
The Multimedia House comes into contact with a large

number of activities and institutions that are working with or

using multimedia. These include educational institutions,

museums and research libraries as well as theatre, music and

other creative art forms. The need for accommodation by

partners such as these could possibly be taken into conside-

ration when planning the building of the Multimedia House. An

example is the future Innovation Lab on Katrinebjerg that

could achieve an altogether different exposure at the Multi-

media House.

The Digital Library
Centre for the libraries' purchase of media and co-ordinator of

the libraries' own development of IT-based services. It

furthermore performs a series of general consultancy and

educational functions.

Offices for management, administration etc.
Finally, space for offices for management, administration and

other staff of the Multimedia House must be included in the

planning.
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The symbol for Aarhus, a city of knowledge
Success is only achieved by daring to combine the quest for the

artistic with the good story. The one that puts the zeitgeist into

perspective. A qualitative and ambitious building situated in the

centre of Aarhus calls to mind Frank Gehry's Guggenheim Museum,

which quickly placed Bilbao on the global map with its almost

animated colossal body of titanium. The architecture of the museum

is formed sculpturally, scanned into a computer and produced by

digital machines with an eye to the technology of the aviation

industry. It heralds a new era in a convincing manner and is probably

one of the first buildings to achieve cult status since Utzon's Opera

House in Sidney or the Pompidou-centre in Paris. The Getty Museum

in Los Angeles by Richard Meier is also a building of exquisite

elegance and beauty, where perhaps more visitors come to see the

architectural expression of the building than come to see the

wonderful collections. Such buildings are beguiling sources of inspira-

tion.

Although the economical framework of the Multimedia House is

nowhere near that of opera houses or art museums in the Getty-

league, it can still contribute the good story and play on qualitative

and artistic competition between architects.

The location of the Multimedia House could be the harbour area

close to the city centre - the waterfront. Perhaps where the

revitalised Aarhus Å (stream), encircled by cafés and street life, runs

into the sea. That setting holds a lot of dynamics and inspiration.

Close to where Aarhus was founded more than a thousand years

ago. This creates many interesting themes to be incorporated in the

architecture. The physical frames of the location are orchestrated by

both the stream and the sea, which lay the scene for water, waves,

flow and light to be concrete physical components in this flow of

information. The pedestrian street, the city centre and the milieu by

the stream are playing into the library's function as a meeting place.

Finally, the close proximity to the railway station, the bus station and

the road along the coast makes the library easily accessible. The

correlation is dynamic and innovative.
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Or the location could be a vacant site by Brobjergskolen (former

school), where the Multimedia House in correlation with the Town

Hall, the Music Hall, the Art Museum and Ridehuset (hall for

performing arts) would strengthen the already high cultural profile.

Aarhus would thus invigorate its city centre characterised by the civil

society and the institutions of democracy. A model known from the

'civic centres' that is the core of many American cities. The Multimedia

House would form a unique 'fourth wall' around the park of the

Music Hall and have an optimum location in relation to traffic patterns

of its users.

Other locations are possible. The main thing is that the building is

located in a place that is central, visible and spectacular - thus sending

a clear signal to citizens and visitors alike: Aarhus is a city of

knowledge.

The building is built to be used for 100 years or more. No-one

knows what the technology and media development will be like in ten

years. Only one thing is certain: functions of tomorrow will be different

from functions of today. That is why the criterion for the building is

people - not technology. And buildings that are appealing to the

senses of the visitor can stay attractive for centuries. Which is why the

Multimedia House could become an architectonic treasure - situated

in the front row of the city, first and foremost to be used by the

citizens and future visitors to Aarhus.

That is the body of the building




